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Abstract
　A preliminary survey of development of a probe for analysis in rough surfaces of cultural 
properties was undergone to applicate a micro-lens array （MLA） as a condenser.  MLAs 
have been used in the field of video equipment such as liquid crystal projectors and of 
lithography in industry of semiconductor.  MLAs are also expected to down-size chemical 
analysis such as lab-on tips techniques.  Firstly, written letters on a name card were 
magnified by MLA and the images were observed with the naked eye.  The MLA was 
placed closed to the name card and matrixes of chrome masks of itself were observed.  
Secondly, an USB camera was adopted to record results of observations as digital images.  
In the case of the use an MLA, each micro-lens magnified these letters, respectively and 
staggered images were obtained.  In addition, gone counterclockwise 45-degree MLA showed 
the images like the right-upward letters.  In the case of the use of two MLAs and there 
was the distance of 5 mm between them, none of these letters were record at the focused 
position and the matrixes of the chrome masks were record the closed to the name card.  To 
promote the further development need to adopt instruments to precise a distance between 
two MLAs and to adopt a method of photo-detection quantitatively.  
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　 そ し て，Macbook AirのWindows10環 境 下 に
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